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2.    "We shall suppose, as before, that each force acting on the body retains the same direction in space, the same magnitude and continues to act at the same point of the body, for all displacements.
The forces of a couple remain parallel, equal, and unaltered in magnitude as the body is moved, but the length of the arm is not necessarily the same. Let A, B be the points of application of the forces, then the distance AB is unaltered, and is called the astatic arm of the couple. If in any position of the body the inclination of the astatic arm to the forces is 0, the arm of the couple is, 4jBsin#.
The product of either force into the astatic arm is called the astatic moment of the couple. The astatic moment is of course unaltered by any change in position of the body. Representing the astatic moment by K, the actual moment in any position of the body is K.smd.
The angle d which the astatic arm makes with the force is called the astatic angle of the couple.
Two couples are said to have the same astatic effect when they are equivalent in all positions of the body.
For the sake of brevity the couple whose force is P and astatic arm is AB is represented by the symbol (P, AB).
3.    The astatic effect of a couple is not altered if we replace it by another having the same astatic moment, the astatic arms being parallel, and the forces acting in the same direction in space as before.
Let the astatic arm AB be moved to a new position A'B' in the body. The extremities of the astatic arm of a couple are fixed in the body and move with it; thus as the body is displaced, AB and A'B' continue to be parallel to each other. The astatic angles of the two couples continue therefore to be equal to each other. Since the astatic moments are equal, it follows that the actual moments of the couples are equal. The two couples are therefore equivalent.
It may be noticed that we cannot in general turn the astatic arm of a couple through any angle in the manner explained in Vol. i. Art. 92; for the planes of the couples may not remain parallel to each other, unless the displacements of the body are restricted to be parallel to the original plane of the couples.
4.    To find the astatic resultant of two couples whose forces are parallel but whose astatic arms are inclined at any angle.

